A Message to the Parents

Reference: Taken from what Sheikh Muhammad Bazmool quoted at his Facebook page

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1388145821303900&id=689506634501159
A Message to the Parents

No matter how much your child has been deviated, or has been careless in being obedient to you or has been negligent in his religious obligations or worldly obligations.

You shouldn't cut of the bond of love between yourself and him.

For indeed in youth there is foolishness then - with the permission of Allāh- he will return; don't be hasty.

from Sheikh Muhammad bin Baazmool's facebook page.

https://telegram.me/rasael_emaratia1
A Message to the Parents

Allah commands you as regards your children.
Bring up your children so that they be those who are looked up upon before they be engineers and doctors.

Bring them up on having a clean heart before telling them to memorize the lesson.

Make sure about their love for kha'îr and their appreciation for others.

And adhere them to the obedience of their parents.

From Sheikh Muhammad bin Baazmool's Facebook page.

https://telegram.me/rasael_emaratia1
A Message to the Parents

If only you would have focused on them having manners as you focus on them having strong English Language.

It hurts me to see a generation scoring 99 out of 100.

But as for him having a share in being noble and dealing in a good manner and being keen doesn't suffice him for two days that too if it exists.

from Sheikh Muhammad bin Baazmool's Facebook page.
A Message to the Parents

Bring them up teaching them that the parental uncle is to be respected like the father.

And the parental aunt has a big position and from her rights is to be obedient to her, to visit her, and to deal with her in the best of manners.

Bring them up teaching them that the maternal aunt is mother and the maternal uncle is father and the grandparents are the roots of the tree and the children of uncles and aunts are the branches of that tree.

from Sheikh Muhammad bin Baazmool's Facebook page.

https://telegram.me/rasael_emaratia1
A Message to the Parents

Bring them up teaching them to be men while being young and teach them to race towards good motivated by their relatives. And get them used to the prayer, so that they establish it out of love, and not agony.

from Sheikh Muhammad bin Baazmool’s facebook page.

https://telegram.me/rasael_emaratia1
A Message to the Parents

If only the fathers knew how much of good has been lost due to these future leaders wasting their life in useless things.

If only they knew that they would be accountable after their death about what they have planted in their sons about loving and hating their relatives they would have surely excelled in planting.

For whatever good is carried out by the sons after the death of their father it will in the scale of their good deeds.

So be good to yourself and to your sons.

from Sheikh Muhammad bin Baazmool’s facebook page.

https://telegram.me/rasaelemaratia1